Search thconj is the discifdine udaich treats the problem of how best to find the optimal distributaon of the total search effort which maximizes the probability of detection. In the "classical" search theory, the target is said detected if a detection occurs at any time of the time frame. fiere [4]. The situation is characterized by three data: (i) the probabilities OF the searched object (the "targct") being in various possible locations; (ii) the local detection pr06abikity that a particular amount of local search effort should dctect the target: (iii) the total amount of searching effort available. However, we shall consider here a radically different problem. The problem is to detect target tracks. In the "classical" search theory, the target is said detectcd if a detection occurs at any time of the time frame. Here, the target, track will be said detected if elementary detections occur at various times, That means that there is a test for acceptation (or dctection) of a target track; associated with a spatio-temporal modelling aE the target t,rack. Moreover, we shall not consider (in general) bounds relative to the search effort at each period. The bound is relative to the global search eifort. The paper is orgauized as follows. In section 2, the optimization framework is prcscntcd; followed by the gencrnl formulation of thc scarch problem (sec section 3). In section 4, we deal with the 2-period search problem, for the "AND" detection rule. Then: thc optirnka- 'This work has been supporbcd by DCN/lngPnicric/Sud, (Dir.
I Introduction
Search theory is the discipline which treat.s the problem of how best to search for an objcct when the amount nf searching efforts is limited and only probabilities of the object's possible position are given. An important litcraturc has been dcvoted to this subject, including surveys [l] and books [2] , [3], [4] . The situation is characterized by three data: (i) the probabilities OF the searched object (the "targct") being in various possible locations; (ii) the local detection pr06abikity that a particular amount of local search effort should dctect the target: (iii) the total amount of searching effort available. However, we shall consider here a radically different problem. The problem is to detect target tracks. In the "classical" search theory, the target is said detectcd if a detection occurs at any time of the time frame. Here, the target, track will be said detected if elementary detections occur at various times, That means that there is a test for acceptation (or dctection) of a target track; associated with a spatio-temporal modelling aE the target t,rack. Moreover, we shall not consider (in general) bounds relative to the search effort at each period. The bound is relative to the global search eifort. The paper is orgauized as follows. In section 2, the optimization framework is prcscntcd; followed by the gencrnl formulation of thc scarch problem (sec section 3). In section 4, we deal with the 2-period search problem, for the "AND" detection rule. Then: thc optirnka- ' This work has been supporbcd by DCN/lngPnicric/Sud, (Dir. Const. Navales), France tiori problems are detailed and solved, whiIe they are extended to thc n-period search in section 5. Another detection rule is considered in section 6, the " h i~~O I t 1 -W' detection rule. For a more extensive presentation (including simulation results), we refer t o [5].
The optimization framework
The major part of this paper is centered around the following (primal) optimization problem :
In 2.1, X~, O represents a rcscarch effort, affected to the ccll indexed by the parameter 8, at the search period k.
The index k takes its valucs in the subset { 1, . . . , n}.
Thc parameter 0 takes its valucs in a multidimensional space, characterizing the target trajectory (e.g. initial position and velocity) and the n-dimensional vector Xo = ( q ,~, 5 2 ,~~. ' We further assume that the sequence of (searched) cells { c o ,~}~ is completely defined by the parameter (e) (conditionally deterministic motion). Thus, the mapping cg,l 3 C Q ,~ . . -+ is a bijcctian. In the simpler case (rectilinear motion of the target), this function mapping is simply a translation of vector w
The search effort applied to cell cg,t is denoted Z~, O b t , O I 0).
The conditional probability of detecting thc target given that the target is in the cell Ce,t and that the search effort applied to this cell is is p ( s t , e ) . This probability is a classical exponential law, i.e. p(Xt,#) = l-exp (-wt,o zr,b Indeed, if X = 0 then it is easily seen (see 4.5) that the
Since, we have to maximize $(A), we see that X is necessarily strictly positive (see 4.5 for the sign). Thus,
implies the validity of the following equation :
9/2 , The abovc equality is fundamental for solving the problcm. Indeed, the hypothesis x2,o > 0 should imply the validity of 4.6 and, in turn, the multiplier X should be zero since we assume the nullity of %I,%, which contradicts the fact that X i s strictly positive.
Solving the dual problem
In conclusion, the following result has been stated : z1,o = 52,e. so that, we have now to deal with the following (simplified) optimization problem :
min -P where : P = Cogr(e) ( P ( z I , o ) )~ , under thc constraints : N~t e that we restrict to thc roots (0 or 2) of 4.11 lying inside the interval 10,1], and select the root (dcnoted &s(X) ) which minimizes thc reduced Lagrangian functional L(X) ). 
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The n-period search for the "AND" track detection rule
Qnite sirnilmly to the 2-period search, we assume that thc probability of detection of the track i s the product of elementary detection probability of detection (i.e. at each period) and is thus given by : 6 The "MAJORITY" rule far track detection :
Up to now, our analysis has been restricted to an "AND" rule for track detection. For numerous applications, a MAJORITY rule is also quite realistic. This means that a track is said detected if a "sufficient" number of elementary detcctions occur "along" the track. We have now to face specific problems. First, it is dificult to give a general formulation (for the gcncra1 n-period search) of the detection rule. Second, the optimization problems become far more intricated.
The 3-period case and the "MAJOR-ITY" track detection rule
The detection function is modified in order to take into account a majority ruIc ("MAJORITY'~) for decision.
More precisely, the track is said to be detected if thc target is detected at least at 2 periods. With this rule, the probability OF detection becomes : In 6.21, the notation Po,2,3 corresponds to the following hypothesis: no detection at period 1, detection at periods 2 and 3, idem for P1,2,0 and P~,o,s. The natation P1,2,3 corresponds to a detection at each period. Finally, the weights p o , 2 , 3 , . I , /31,2,3 are related to thc information "gain" associated with an elementary event. Thus, the elementary detection terms Then, inserting 3 3 = f(y1) yz (see 6.24) in 6.22, we obtain the following 2-th order equation :
where the coefficients (a, b, e, d ) are easily calculated.
In this case (z:k,o # 0 j k = 1,2,3), the distribution of the search efforts is now completely dctmmined tiy the optimality equations.
Also from the optiindity equations, we see that the nullity of the search effort at two periods (i.e. yk = pn, = 1 for IC # k ' ) restilts in the nullity of the total scarch effort (i.e. y1 = y2 = y~ = 1). So, we must consider the cases wherc thc search effort is null at one period. In this cwc, only two optimdity equations arc valid. Consider €or instance (other cases are cornpIetdy similar), the case x2,o = 0, then we obtain 42 y~ {l -~3 ) = , x 6.2 The n-period search and the '?MA.
.JORITY" track detection rule
We shall now restrict to the fallowing track detection rule. The track is said detected if, at Ieast, ( n -1) elementary detections occur (for a n-period scarch). Thus, the probabilties of the following evcnts are con- Since the term bctwccii brackets is well defined and non-zero, we dcdscc from 6.26 that = ~3 , and mare generally considering the difference equations obtained by substracting row (i + 1) to row i in the optimality cquations , we have y1 = y2 = -4 . = pn. Moreover, wc can prove that the search efforts (for a given track parameter {S}) is either zero for d l the periods or zero for at most onc period. The rest of the derivation is identical to the 3-period case.
Conclusion
The problem under consideration was thc optimization of the search effort for detecting tracks. In order to develop feasible methods, we focused on discrete (both in time and space) optimization . Under simple constraints (relative to the distribution of the search cffort), the dual formalism appears as a feasible and versatile approach.
